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Stetson Hatters down Golden Knights in front of 2,500 fans -see Sports, page 12

Future
•

UCF researchers battle
'Blue lights'
cancer at Disney Institute make police

•
•

O New Research
Park facility helps
students and faculty
search for a cure.

•

-~y OMAR DAjANI

Staff writer

In Flori~a alone, cancer took
37,700 lives last year, one- and-ahalf times the number of students
at UCF. This year a group of researchers from various UCF departments are forming a collaboration in the hope of discovering
new drugs and improving existing
therap1es.
Since last spring, cancer research activity on campus has gotten a boos~with the openiQg of the
Walt Disney Memorial Cancer Institute, located in the Central
Florida Research Park .. Faculty,
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•

•

•
•

•

•
•
•

•

g~aduate and undergraduate students spend many hours there
daily, using high-tech facilities and
experimental techniques unavailable on the UCF campus.
Among those students is
Matthew Foti, 23, a graduate stuqent ·seeking an industrial chemistry degree. Although Foti is one
of the lucky few who hasn't been
touched by a cancer death in his
family, he is very committed to
his work because he gets "a satisfaction in doing this, . because
you're doing something for the
everyday person." In- addition to
his research, Foti teaches a chemistry lab and a genersil chemistry
course.
Cancer, in whatever form it
exists, is a disease characterized
by uncontrolled groWth and spread
of abnormal cells. There are both

see CANCER, page 4

UCF s1udentssink down to study with sea cOws
President Dan Fulmer said
he likes observing the mammals.
"It's a neat feeling; they're neat
animals."
The Save the Manatee Club
is firmly against manatee-human
contact. When around humans, the
manatees have a tendency to diby OLIVIA-CURNOW
vert from normal behavior such as
Contributing writer
resting, eating and interacting with
other manatees. The researchers
Everyone is talking about
do not start the observations with- ·
it - the Associated Press, CNN
out the manatees' permission; the
and Jay Leno have all had somemanatees must initiate contact.
thing to say on the subject. Thir"Boats and people inexpeteen students at UCF are in on it. ·
rienced in dealing with manatees
They are studying the behavioral
are their.biggest threat," explaind
patterns and interacting with posformer dive club president Ansibly the most gentle creature in
drew Ratcliff.
the water. It's not Free Willy II;
Aside from researching the
it's the West Indian Manatee.
effects of human-manatee interThe UCF Dive Club is ·paraction, Jim and Barb Abernathy
ticipating in studying the general
also teach SCUBA lessons at Palm
and sexual behavioral patterns of
Beach Community College, and
the West Indian Manatee. Under
both have full-time jobs. They find
the supervision of Jim and Barb
it tremendously hard to divide their
Abernathy, graduate students in
time evenly in such a tight schedbiology at Florida Atlantic Uni_ule, but after they receive their
versity, the group of 13 has been
Master's degrees, they will focus
observing the gentle mammals at
more on the research. State and
Crystal River, on· the Gulf Coast
federal agencies a wait the research
north of Tampa.
findings, which Barb Abernathy
The groups is observing the
admits is a bit "intimidating." The
animals maintenance (breathing,
couple has received national recsleeping), stress (fast swimming,
ognition for their research. With
slapping their tails against the
alI this pressure and publicity, one
water surface) and sexual (hugwould think this would affect the
ging, attempted copulation) beresearchers _when observing the
haviors. They also check to see if
manatees. Not true, says Barb
the manatees have been hurt. EvAbernathy. "Once you get in the
ery week, the researchers sketch
water, it's pure research."
the scars made from boats on the
The Manatee Behavioral
manatees' backs and compare
see DIVERS, page 3
them to previous sketches.

O Behavioral and
sexual habits of
manatees becomes
study material for
UCF divers.

Above: An
adult female
manatee
eyes the
camera as
Jason
Boulnois
observes.
Left: UCF
student
Jason
Boulnois
prepares his
slate before
starting
research
data collection on a
dive with the
West Indian
Manatee.
photos courtesy/
UCF dive club
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Morejuice on O.J. Simpson-seep. 9

Classified
Features
Sports

just a phone

call away
by KATIE JONES
Managing editor

Calling the UCF Police for
help will soon be easier and more
convenient, especially from
some of the more remote areas
of campus.
No longer will students
who have an emergency in a
distant parking lot have to walk
back through campus and search
for a phone to call for help. Soon
they wi1l have direct access to
the UCF Police from 23 emergency call boxes that are being
installed around campus, including many parking lots.
Gisele Weber, manager of
the UCF Telecommunications
department, organized the
project and said she expects the
phones to be operating by July 1.
She explained that 23
phones are being installed, six
cellular and 17 hard wire. The
cellular phones are solar powered with a battery pack. They
have been placed in areas that
would be too expensive to dig
up and to run cable and electric
wires, as with the hard ~ire
phones.
The cellular phones are
also very mobile and can be
moved to different areas on campus that may need a phone, much
quicker than a hard wire phone
can be installed.
The phones, or emergency
call boxes, will cost $112,000
- money supplied by the Telecommunications department.
Weber said she has been
working on the project for three
or four years, with hopes of making UCF less dangerous for students.
"It' s for student safety, especially since we are growing so
much and especially since the
Gainesville murders- that triggered a lot," she said.
UCF Police Chief Richard Turkiewicz agreed that community safety is the main reason
for the phone installation. He
explained that the call boxes are
like the final step in .a "safety
triangle."
"It's like the third leg in a
triangle. The 911 system we put
in place ... the [student] phones
in the buildings ... and the new

see PHONES, page 4
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I· your camper? Then sell it. Future Classifieds.

L-------------------J
University Mobil
Your one stop automotive need
r---~--------~---~--,

SPECIAL
OIL CHANGE

$19m95 ·
Oil filter, 9-point safety check

.I
I
I
I
I
I
I

L-----~----~~-------~
.Free medium fountain drinks with
any purchase
677-7988
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Aftershocks mar Kobe's retum to nonnal
Reuters

KOBE, Japan) - Just as the
residents ofK.obe were trying to return
to normal Monday, a strong aftershock that reminded people of the
peril that remains one week after the
killer quake.
The aftershock came as the
latest police figures put fue quake's
toll 5,002 dead, 26,253 injured.
The aftershock - at 4.3 on
the Richter scale one of the strongest
since last Tuesday' squake-came as
people left their shattered neighborhoods to shop at stores and restaurants
that have ~tarted to re-open around the
city.
Three strong aftershocks

rattled the city throughout the day,
raising worries that damaged, wobbly
buildings could collapse.
The tremors, the latest of
more than 1,000 to hit central Japan,
hampered efforts to search for the 125
people still missing and look after tlre
300,000 made homeless by lac;t
Tuesday's 7.2 Richter scale quake.
Hospitals worried about severe shortages of basic medicines.
Doctors said the number of refugees
suffering from illness had risen sharply
and that an influenza epidemic might
be imminent.
"Crammed and damaged
supply lines are making it very difficult for hospitals to get hold of ad-

equate medical supplies," said Shoji
Nishiyama, deputy head of the Kobe
Rehabilitation Hospital.
News from Tokyo did little
to lift Kobe's mood.
In Kobe, small shops opened
and were doing a brisk business as
people sought arerurn to a normal life.
The wife of a liquor store owner said
that they were doing steady trade since
Sunday tis her family slowly cleared
up their shop which was covered in
broken glass by the quake.
Relief workers continued to
try to make safe the dangerous buiJdings and clear the rubble butcornmuters return to work clogged the city's
roads.

Clinton signs law cracking down on Congress

(M@bil)

University Mobil
4009 N. Goldenrod
Corner of University & Goldenrod

Reuters

:EVANEY'S
J)
.
C~c.S~Pub

7660 UNIVERSITY BLVD.
UNIVERSITY & GOLDENROD
GOODINGS CENTER 679-6600

signing the Congressional Accountability Act in the Oval Office.
WASHINGTON - President
Under the legislation, Con· Clinton on Monday signed a law gress must follow federal employmaking Congress subject to the same ment 1 civil rights, health and safety
federal laws governing the work- laws.
place that the rest of the country
'It will help us to do what we
must follow.
must continue to do to fight to bring
"I am extremely pleased, and a reality check to Washington,"
I think the American people are Clinton said.
extremely pleased, that we are beClinton signed the legislation
ginning the New Year with a reform in the presence of several bipartisan
that requires Congress to live under leaders from Capitol Hill.
the laws it impos.es on the American
The president said the repeople," Clinton said just before form had "long been needed" but

that other reforms were needed,
too, including campaign finance
reform and a strong version of the
line item veto.
"We mu.st use this impetus
to make deeper changes in the
culture of Washington," the president said.
The law was part of the
"Contract With America" pushed
by Republican leaders. House
Speaker Newt Qingrich, the driving force behind the contract, had
been invited to the signing ceremony but did not attend.
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•
USE OF YOUR
TAX REFUND

IN 3 DAYS*

TAX SERVICE

• FREE ELECTRONIC
FILING WITH PAID
PREPARATION

IT IS OUR TIME TO CHANGE THE WORLD!l!!!

Call for .Price Quote
and Nearest Location

RQ)l:t;l~E11

DATES: EVERY WEDNESDAY

es

• FULLY COMPUTERIZED
•um?~!
TAX PREPARATION -~iiiiiiiiiim;;;;;;;. •..!...
·9!_..
J~. .1~--..£.
....
~
(ACROSS FROM UCF)
UNIVERSITY SHOPPES
12295 UNIVERSITY BLVD.
(BY JACKSON-HOLE)

r-----------------"
0 FF sl8v~Cfrs

LOCATION: WELLNESS CENTER
(NEXT TO STUDENT HEALTH
SERVICES)

*REFUND ANTICIPATION LOAN AVAILABLE

10%

FACULTY AND

STAFF
I JACKSON HEWITT TAX SERVICE

•

TIME: 4:00

249-2242
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REACH IS AN ORGANIZATION WHICH ENCOURAGES
POSITIVE LIFESTYLE CHOICES CONCERNING COLLEGE
HEALTH ISSUES INCLUDING SEX, ALCOHOL & OTHER
DRUGS, HIV·AIDS AND SELF·ESTEEM.
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 823-5841
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Look to the Future sports section for Orlando
Magic coverage throughout the season.

•

•

Hewlett-Packard-

•
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i~t

• Full 'line of
• HP 48GX Graphic
HP scientific & Expandable
business
calculators.

• HP 1OB
• HP 17 Bil
• HP 95LX
• HP 200LX
• HP 32SII
• HP 42S

•

The best calculator for
your education and your
career - 128KB of RAM
built in, plus expandability.

•HP 48G Graphic
32- KB RAM bU1·1 t Ill.
.
~h;;w
All HP 48GX features
t:..~
included except plug-in option.

HEWLETT
PACKARD

Call Don O'Rourke NOW! at
INTERNATIONAL Calculator & Computer
898-0081 - 2916 Corrine Drive - by the navy base

-
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photo courtesy/ UCF DIVE.CLUB

UCF student Jason Boulnois clutches an underwater data slate as manatee swims past.

Dive club researches artificial reefs, marine life
from DIVERS, page 1

•

tion. Treasurer Melissa Cousins
says the activities are very inexpensive, and in the occasion when
they aren't, the club either has
fund-raisers or are supported by
UCF Student Government
The interesting research has
attracted more and more members to the club. Surprisingly
enough, though, there are no b_iology majors in the club. Current

Research is not the only activity
in which the UCF Dive Club is
involved. The club, which renews
members every semester, also researches artificial reefs with th'e
Florida Oceanographic Society
and marine species and population assessment with the Reef Environmental Education Founda-

members who are involved in the
research find swimming with the
manatees enjoyable and aren't really afraid of them at all. "They are
pretty calm animals and they don't
ma~e any fast moves," says
Fulmer.
Observations started in October and will continue through
mid-March.

•

~COUNSELOR/TEACHERS

THERE ARE REWARDS...
See us at the .UCF Career Fair, 2111
!f you enjoy the outdoors, are adept
cation skills. Child care experience/
a't camping, hiking and sports
college degree are preferred.
activities, and can positively
We offer a starting salary of $16,500
influence people. we invite you to
and comprehensive benefits,
pursue a rewarding future as
including room and board,
one of our Counselor/
1111111111•1 life/medical insurance, and
Teachers. As a leader in
paid vacations and holidays.
quality programs for youth,atIf unable to attend the Career
risk, we have immediate LIVE·
Fair, please call Kenna Ashley
IN positions available in our ·
at (800) 297 ·0572. Or send
year-round wilderness camps
your resume to: ECKERD
in FL, GA. NC, TN, RI. VT and
FAMILY YOUTH ALTERNATIVES,
NH. You'll be a role model for llDIJllll'I
INC., 201 Culbreath Road,
troubled kids, ages 10 to 17,
111111111111 Brooksville, FL 34602. An EOE,
1!11 iiilinU-1 M/F, Drug-free workplace.
which requires a positive
attitude and strong communi-

...

M
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...AND THEN THERE ARE REWARDS.
BREAK THE CYCLE: CHANGE YOUNG LIVES .

•

Only $2, 462. Or about $46. a month.'

Macintosh' Performa'

6115 81350 with CD-ROA!, Multiple Scan 15 DisplaJ

AppleDesig11 Keyboard and mouse.

•

Before you need to make asingle
payment, Mercury will have
orbited the sun, your New Years
resolutions will have been broken
and the love of your life ~ill have
come and gone at least three times.
BUY AN APPLE MACINTOSH NOW. PAY FOR IT LATER.*

Only $3,261. Or about $61. a month.

1

We're not just making it easier for you to buy a Macintosh: we're making it easier
for you to buy something else you really need- time. Because for a limited
time, with the Apple Computer Loan and 90-Day Deferred Payment Plan, you can
own a Macintosh personal compute~ printer, CD-ROM drive or other periph-

erals without making a single payment for 90 days: Combine that with no hassles,
no complicated forms and already great student pricing, and the easy-to-use
Macintosh is now incredibly easy to buy. The Apple Computer Loan and 90-Day
Defe~red Payment Plan. The solution that gives you the
power every student needs. The power to be your best~

Ap 1•'-

pe .

For further informatiOn visit UCF Computer Store next to the Biology Building
Open 8:30am - 4:30pm Mon -Thurs and Fri 8:30am - 4:00 pm
or for more information call the Sales Office at 823-5434 or 823-5226
7100/66 81500 u,ith CD-ROJ( !Jpple' Multiple Scan
15 Di..rplay, AppleDesigr/ KeylXiard and mouse.

1
Deferml Apple Computer loan offer expires February 17. 1995. No payment ofinterest or prindpal uill be requiredfor 90 days. (Some resellers may require a dep-Osil lo bold merchandise uhile loan is being affJroredJ lnleresl
accruing during ibis 90-dayperiod uill be added to principal. and the principal amount, as so mcrea.sed, uill thereafter bear interest u·bich u·i/I be induded in the repayment schedule. Montblypayment is an estimate based on lbe
follouing i11for111alion: For /be Perfom1a· 6!15 CD sys/em s/xJ1111 here. a purchase price of $2.60972. u'hich indudes 6% sales la.r; i11c/11di11g loan fees. the Iota/ loan amount is 12.761.61, uhich results ill a montbly payme11/
ohligalio11 of $46. For the Pou~ ,l/adnlosh' il00/66 CD system shou11 here, a purchase price of $3.456.66, u·hich includes 6% sales tar. including loan fees. the Iola/ loan amount is 13,657.84, ubich resu/fs in a monthly papnent
obligation of $61. Computer S)'Slem prices, loan anzounts and sales ta.res may 1·ary: See your a11tborizedApple Campus Reseller or representatil'e for current ~'Siem pric.es, loan and tax amounts. Loans arefor a minimum of IJ.000
lo a ma..rinwm of $10.000. Jou may lafte out more lba11 one loan. bu/ the lo/Ill ofall loa11.s ca11nol exceed $10.000 amwal(r A55% loan origination fee trill be added to /be reJJuested loan amount. 7be interest rale is rariable. based
011 /he commercial paper rate p/llS 535%. For the monlh ofi\'orember. 1994. the i11leresl rate u·as 10.85% uilb a11 Annual Perr:mlage Rate of !2.10%. 8-year loan term uilh no prepayment penallj: 7be m011tbly payment and /be
Almuol Pl?rm//age Rate s/xJu71 assume tbe 90-day deferment ofprmcipal and mterest described abore and no other deferment ofpm1cipal or mterest. Students may defer pnndpa/ payments up to 4year.s. or until graduation.
Deferment u·ill change )'Our 111011lb[1·pa_rme11ts. The Apple Computer Loan is subject lo credit approral Apple Computer Loan and 90·Day Deferred Payment Plan offers arai/ab/e only to quali/Jing studenJs.faculty and s/aff.
Offers arailable on(rfrom A/1J{e or an aulhort:aitfWe Urm{!us Reseller ar representalite. ©199.f A/1J{e Compurer. Inc. All rights resm-ed. AWfe, tbe ,l{lple logo. Naantosh, Perjorma and '7be po:cer to beJwr best" are regisJered
trademaris ofAfrJle Computer. Inc. A/1J{eDesig11 and ltJu'fr iltadnlosh are lmdemarks rfAfple Computer. Inc.
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Cancer research focuses
on prevention to save lives

AF ROTC

CANCER, from page 1

CAN YOU HEAR
OPPORTUNITY KNOCKING?

800,000 students in America
graduated without a job in 1993.
DON'T BE A STATISTIC!
..
Guarantee your job after graduation. Ask Major Mack
about the unique opportunities in AFROTC.
Biology Bu.ii.ding Rm 306, 823-1247

external and internal factors that
cause cancer. External factors include carcinogens like carbon
monoxide, as well as life-style
habits like excessive drinking or
smoking. Internal factors include
hormone and fmmune deficiencies, as well as inherited conditions:
Barry Schweitzer, division
director of structural biology at
the Cancer Institute, said, "We're
looking for new and improved
therapies for various forms of cancer." Schweitzer, who also spends
time on campus teaching a biochemistry lab course, is involved
mainly in studying leukemias and
lymphomas - blood ·and lymph
cancer, respectively.
A scientist working closely
with Schweitzer is Dr. Rebecca
Parsons, who only recently arrived at UCF from the Los Alamos
National Laboratory in New
Mexico. Parsons, who is an expert
in computational biology, is developing computer programs that
will assist researchers at the Cancer Institute in better interpreting
and understanding experimental
data. Additionally, Parsons hopes
to be able to develop computer
models that could visually predict
certain biological and molecular
activity.
Dr. Glenn Cunningham, a
professor and chairman of the
chemistry department, has proposed establishing a new institute
that would integrate the work of
several UCF departments and the

Cancer Institute. The Institute for
Drug Development and Innovative Therapies will look into new
anti-cancer and anti-AIDS therapies, as well as study certain plants
for use in cancer recession. To
move the project forward, UCF
will ask the Florida legislature for
$600,000.
Barbara Vallin, public relations specialist for the Florida division of the American Cancer
Society, explained her organization has long supported cancer
research with time and money.
But recently, the ACS is also fo· cusing st~ongly on prevention as a
way of saving lives.Vallin spends
a lot of time these days encouraging people to "take a look at your
body, and go to the doctor regularly."
Figures released by the ACS
show that 578,000 people died in
1994 d1:1e to various types of can.cer-165,000 of them due to tobacco use. This year, it is estimated that 700,000 new cases of
skin cancer will be diagnosed, 90
percent of which coulq have been
prevented by the proper use of
sunscreens.
"We have a great deal of difficulty reaching college students
. because there's a lower percentage
ofpeoplewithcancerin that group,"
said Vallin. For decades, the ACS
has cautioned students about the
dangers of excessive alcohol and
tobacco use, she explained, adding
"short term, you might see the consequences, but long term is what
you are going to have to deal with,
emotionally and financially."

Emergency call boxes have
direct access to UCFPD
'from PHONES, page 1

SATURDAY & SUNDAY
FEBRUARY 4·5

For .the first time:
College student Ticket

for 24 hours
of entertainmentl

Entertainment
Midway
• one student ticket per l.D.
• No orders will be taken over the phone.

Just show your College
l.D.at the Speedway
ticket window to
purchase your ticket.

world Class
Sports car Racing

emergency phones," he said.
Turkiewicz added that the
police department will educate students, faculty and staff about how
to use the phones thr:ough campus
orientations, Greek Park neighborhood watch and other campus
programs.
"Twenty-five percent of our
population C?mes and goes every
year, so it's a constant education
process," he said.
Weber explained that the
cellular phones have a handset
and a red button that is pushed to
reach the police, and the hard wire
phones are hands-free· speaker
phones. ·
She added that the police

will automatically know the location of the phone once the button
is pushed. "You can run by and hit
it [in an emergency], " she explained.
Both types of phones will
have a large blue flashing light
and a sign signaling that the call
boxes are emergency phones with
direct access to the UCF Police
Department.
As the campus grows, more
phones will be added so there will
be no areas without emergency service.
The phones, commonly called
"Blue lights" are in place at many
other state universities, including
the University of Florida and the
University of South Florida, along
highways and at major airports.

Rose.Kennedy dies at 104
BOSTON - Rose Kennedy,
matriarch of America's most famous
litical family, died Sunday at her
homeinHyannisportattheageofl04,
herson, Sen. Edward Kennedy said in
a statement.
The cause ofdeath wa5complications from pneumonia.
Mrs Kennedy died at5:30 p.m.
EST, surrounded by friends and family, including Senator Kennedy, her
only surviving son, and two of her
daughters, Eunice Shriver and Jean
Kennedy Smith, the current U.S. am-

bassador to Ireland.
"Mother passed away peacefully today," said Senator Kennedy.
"She had a long and extraordinary life,
and we loved her deeply. To all of us
in the Kennedy and Fitzgerald families, she was the most beautiful rose of
all."
Rose Kennedy, who lost two
sons to assassins' bullets but never
shed a tearin public, lived a long life of
both triumph and tragedy, four of her
nine children having died violently.
see KENNEDY, page 5
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Be infonned.
Write the news.
823-8192
For Students
lnterest~d In:
Allopathic Medicine
Chiropractic
Dentistry
Optometry
Osteopathic Medicine
Pharmacy
Podiatry
Veterinary Medicine

1st Meeting of 199 S !
Location: Business Admin. 121
Time: 3:00 PM
Date: Wednesday, January 25

Clinton extends condolences
from KENNEDY, page 4

•

Her eldest son Joseph Jr was killed in
World War Two; daughter Kathleen
died in a 1948 plane crash; President
John Kennedy was assassinated in
Dallas in 1963; and in 1968 Senator
Robert F. Kennedy was murdered in
Los Angeles as he campaigned for
president.
Mrs Kennedy would have
turned 105 on July 22 this year.
PresidentBill Clinton extended
his condolences Sunday. to the
Kennedy family.

"Very few Americans have
endured as much personal sacrifice
for their country as Rose Kennedy.
She played an extraordinary role in the
lifeofan extraordinaryfamily,"Clinton
said in a statement read by White
House spokesm~n Arthur Jones.
"Hillary and I extend our deep
felt sympathy to the Kennedy family,','
he said.
· She lived the last years of her
life quietly in the Kennedy family
compound on Cape Cod, a virtual
invalid, unable even to speak.

NEIL A. PATTERSON,
M.D., P.A.
University Palms Shopping Center
4250 Alafaya Trail Suite 220
Oviedo, FL 32765

·or. Patterson is NOW ACCEPTING NEW PATIENTS
for his specialty in Family Practice (including
minor emergencies). Come visit his new office and
let him be your Family Physician.

Call (407) 366~2020
for appointment
OFFICE HOURS

MON.
TUES.
WED.

THURS.

:'t

FRI.
SAT.

8-5
8-5
8 - 12
8.- 5
8 - 5.
8-2

Oviedo

Mitchell Hammock
Chapman

~ ~llb/j~ .
~

---~--~~

~

<

McCulloch

.______ _ _Universit
_ _ _ _ _ _.._____ _ _ UCF

Located comer of Alafaya Trail & McCulloch

FLORIDA HOSPITAL NETWORK• WINTER PARK HOSPITAL
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CARRY Our SPECIAL
One 16" Large Pizza
w/ one topping

$7.50

'DeCivery Specia[
2 18" EXTRA LARGE PIZZA
w/1 topping $17.50

LUNCH SPECIAL
New Baked Ziti
w/ meatball & beverage
AND

3 bread sticks only

L ____________ ..J

$5.50

L------------_J
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O
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Political.Correctness,

Jan.24, 1995

religious freedom
and hypersensitivity
Last week in Mendon, Mich., David Vaughn, a 15-yearold freshman, was suspended for two days for wearing the Star
ofDavid at school. What? Someone was discriminated against
because of their religious beliefs? How could this be happening in America?
Wait. Before anyo:ie jumps to any conclusions, let's
clarify the issue. The reason Vaughn was suspended was that
he was not Jewish. That's correct, not Jewish.
The high school principal said, "Sine~ you' re not Jewish,
you' re not.allowed to wear it." Administrators apparently feel
that the Star of David is a gang symbol. Vaughn was asked to
remove the star, refused and was suspended.
Is something wrong here? ·
Why was Vaughn wearing the star in the first place? If he
. wasn't Jewish, why would he want to wear it? ·
Vaughn says he wore the star because it made him feel
different. Why would wearing the Star of David make someone feel different? Is anyone treated differently for wearing
the cross? In fact, wearing the cross is in vogue right now for
whateverreason. Probably three-quarters of the people flaunting crosses don't even believe in God or Chris,t anyway.
We all know how people are treated when they openly
declare their religious _beliefs, don't we? There are awkward
silences, the feeling of treading on eggshells and watching
every word said, fearful of accidentally offending anyone.
Fear from the dark cloud of political correctness hovers over
society.
It's ironic that a 15-year-old would wear the Star of David
not out of religious pride but simply because it made him
different. What does this say about our society? Does Vaughn
The spring Presidential elections have once again beeven understand what the star represents? Does he know what
the Jews went through during World War Il for wearing that come marred by improper behavior on behalf of Student
, Government election officials. Please allow me to provide
symbol and refusing to back down on their beliefs?
Especially now, as we celeprate the 50th anniversary o
a few details for your readers' edification.
,
1. Six Presidential tickets picked up their application
the liberation of Auschwitz and the end of the reign of Nazi
terror, society needs to look at what sort of environment in packets as provided by SG election statutes. The candiwhich children are being raised that would cause them to wear dates were provided with a copy of the current election& religious symbol with a powerful history simply because it statutes which detail, quite explicitly, the election process
made them feel different.
and actions requi,r ed of the candidates.
More than 1 million people died at Auschwitz for simply
2. On Jan.· 12, in accordance with the statutes, one
Presidential ticket submitted the required petitions to cerstand~ng by what they believed in. Fourthou~and bodies were
burned everyday. More than just the deaths and atrocities, tify their place on the ballot. This was the final day allowed
people need.to remember what all those Jews died for. Given by statute that candithe choice between life a~d religious beliefs, they chose to dates were all owed to
stand by what ~ey felt was right. That's·what children need to fi_le to be placed on
learn - to stand up for what they believe in and not hide the ballot
behind todai s political correctness and fear of offending
3. Jan. 13, a second Presidential
others.
Chad Brunner
ticket submitted their
Opinion editor
required petitions to
~GA election officials. This was one day after the deadline
Source: The Orlando Sentinel, Jan. 23
requir.e d by the statute.
4. On Jan. 19, I requested and received a copy of the
(c) 1995 The Central Florida Future, Inc.
·candidate names, and their corresponding application filOffices: 12243 University Blvd. Orlando, FL 32817
ing dates by fax from a SG official. This information
Newsroom'. (407) 823-8192; FAX 823-9495
clearly states that only one ticket met the statutory requireEditor in Chief
Dave Bauer ments.
Managing Editor
Katie Jones
5. Jan. 20, I contacted a senior member of the UCF
Sports Editor
Jason Swancey administration and was advised t.hat while they acknowlAsst. Sports Editor
Justin Delias edged the election commission had erred by publishing
Entertainment Editor
Sean Perry incorrect filing dates, they would not make an issue of the
Opinion Editor
Chad Brunner fact that they violated SG election statute. I was further
Photo Editor
• Armando Solares told the determination to allow all candidates to be placed
Copy Editor
Richard Agster on the ballot was so as not to penalize any of the tickets who
Production Manager
Russ Welch had failed to properly submit their application packets
Staff Writers: Omar Dajani, Dan Griffin, Derek
within the statutory time frame. I "assume" the decision
Krause, Andrew Varnon, Michael White, Jim Martin
was made by the administration and the current SG executive group.
•
I find this blatant disregard for the SG statutes exBusiness Office: (407) 823-8054; FAX 823-9495

SG Presidential candidates already
off to a good start in rule breaking

tremely disconcerting. I am also extremely disturbed by ·
the fact that college educated students, many of whom are
members of Student Government, are unable to interpret
the very statutes they have been elected to uphold. Each
ticket was provided a copy of the statute, and it is the
CANDfDATES' responsibility to review the requirements
established within, those statutes and the comply with those
same requirements.
Additionally, I am led to believe that a strong appear-·
ance of impropriety now exists between the current SG
President, Dadn Patton, and the election commission, who
were appointed by the curren,t President. Am I supposed to
believe that a person who successfully ran for election to
the same office only one year ago is ignorant of the
statutes?
I have been told by administration officials in the past
.
that they view
studentGovernment as another
part of the education process. I
n·ow must ask
myself, exactly
what is the administration is trying to teach these students? It appears
they wish to teach that statutes are only selectively enforced so they apply to other people and other situations.
There have been many occasions in which SG and the
administration have followed the statutes to the letter only
when it was to their advantage. They now ignore those
same statutes when they become a disad;antage.

I find this blatant disregard for the SG
statutes disconcerting ... Many members of
SG are unable to interpret the vel)I statutes
they have been elected to uphold
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It is my hope that the press will aggressively pursue this
issue and allow the student body the opportunity to become
fully aware of the inequities that exist within this election
for SG President and Vice President. I applaud the candidates who took the time and effort to read the statues and
;:idhere to the requirements imposed. You may rest assured
they will receive the majority of my attention during the
campaign.

Charles W. Portch
MPA graduate student
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The Stupidity Virus continues to spread through mainstream USA
What exactly is it about the concept of murder/suicide
that makes it such a popular sport? The most recent case in
the news was this Rhodes lady. Of course, it hasn't been
too long since we endured the daily news about the lady in
Sanford. Seems like they're well timed, doesn't it? We get
about a month to recover some of our ability to feel shock
or remorse or some kind of sympathy, then it happens
again. Like some kind of silent alarm goes off in someone
else's head that makes them wake up one day and say,
"Gee, I think 1'11 kill the kids today. Oh, and while I'm at
it, I'll kill myself too. Yep, that's just what I'll do."
And this Rhodes lady set about to do just that. Only

tion for an antibiotic and a week later, your sinus infection
is gone. Itdoesn 't work that way. So I'm not going to sit on
a high horse and tout the wonders of therapy.
But by God, if you're going to shoot your kids, then
commit suicide, at least do it right. I don't get it. If you're
· trying to kill someone, why in the hell would you shoot
mother shot them. That was some news to hear, wasn't it? them in the neck? Under the chin? We all know better than
I think I'd just as soon not survived that one.
that! Why didn't she? She figured out how to load the gun.
This kind of brings us back to the original point here. Why was she so stupid she didn't know to shoot them in the
In Rhodes' suicide note, she said she didn't feel like she head?
could give her children a good life. I don't know when
The neighbor lady didn't say anything about that. "Oh,
anyone has been more right about something.. The neigh- she was areal nicelady,dumbas a door, but real nice!"No!

th~g~,th~oehua~~t.T~khlsili~'t -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Wh~the~llh~p~~~re?S~manq~~~o~

die. Poor Jessica and Adam. I feel for them, I
reallydo.Idon'tknowwhatlfeel,butifeel,
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and Whife J'm af it, J'll kill myself tOO.
Yep, that's just what I'll do."

none the less. How can any of us know what
goes on in the emotions of an 11- or 13-yearold in this situation?
I can imagine that being shot was no joy.
But then to lay there, unable to move for, what was it, five
days? And that's another one I can't quite figure out.
Apparently they could reach the remote-remember, they
turned up the TV hoping someone would hear them. Oh,
· and then there was the wall-banging thing.
What kind of madness sets in, I wonder, when a couple
of youngsters are in this nightmarish hell? What happens
to a mind when you are desperately hurt and call for
momma, and momma doesn't come? Surely they must
have reached a point where they had a clue about what was
going on. But you see, this stuff we don't know. Nearly a
week of the same story on every local channel, and we
don't know where mom was during this. Could they see her
body? Did they know she was ~ven in the house? We can
bet that after a few days there must have been some clue.
I don't want to get too graphic.
I don't know about the rest of you folks, but I've been
haunted by things in my childhood that didn't come even
close to this. Then the cops had to explain to them that their

bor lady, in a weeping plea, wants all of Central Florida to
know that she was not some kind of monster. She was a
goo-oo-od laa-aa-ady (sobs added).
· Hold on! Back up. Wait just a minute. Let me see, a
good lady shoots her kids, then commits suicide. Have I
got that right? Let me clear my throat here as I attempt to
see the logic. Okay, I got it. What she's trying to say is the
fact that she shot her kids doesn't make her a bad person,
just disturbed, right? Well .. .I don't know. I have to at least
acknowledge that as a plea to our humanity that one is used
often.
I say Rhodes suffered from a scourge much worse than
disturbed, far worse than depressed. She suffered from
STUPIDITY. (I get to go off here.) What the hell w·a s she
thinking? I d~m 't think any of us have much of a handle on
how_we could have turned this woman aroµnd from her
depression. It's very easy to point a· finger and say she
should have gone to get some help. But honestly, it's not
that easy, not like walking into a clinic, getting a prescrip-

herself in the right spot. What, did she not want to
turnonthelights?Didn'twanttowakethechildren?

I can't figure it out.
And it's contagious, this stupidity. What about
the guy in Broward County that buried the nine
newborn puppies? This is the same stupidity illness.
As a kid I used to cringe hearing my dad talk ~bout putting
kittens in a gunny sack and throwing them in the river. I
think a lot of us have heard that one. Made me sick. But
they didn't have animal shelters 50 years ago. Wasn't like
there was a \ret on every corner. Okay, but at least, by God,
after a few minutes it was over. What the hell was this guy
thinking? "Gee M~tha, I haven't got nothin' to do. Think
I'll bury some puppies." Puts them in a paper bag and
buries them!
What the hell was that? In the amount of time and
energy he spent digging a hole big enough and deep
enough to fit nine puppies in a paper bag, he could have
taken them.to the shelter. Am I wrong? Is there something
inherently gratifying about digging a hole and planting
puppies?
I don't get it. One thing I know, though, we've got to get
a handle on this stupidity virus. It's plaguing the nation.

'Politics as usual' as Student Government campaigns kick off last week
Well, the starting gun has fired, and we're off to the
races for Student Government President and Vice President. Already, rules and statues are being discarded left
and right in favor of hand-watching and back-scratching.
(For more info, see the Letter to the Editor.)
As if this is any big surprise t-o anyone. Every time
elections roll around, students break or just plain ignore
statues indiscriminately in their bid for power and glory
here at UCF. If they' re smart, they' 11 use the same methods
used by the GOP in the Congress last year.
For their benefit, as well as yours, here is a brief
election speech. I have graciously left blanks to be filled in
by each individual candidate.
"My fellow students. My name is (your name), and I
am running for Student Government President. I want to

stucte'nts. If they can't maintain their own finances through
their trust funds, then they certainly don't deserve to be
educated here. We don't like to associate-with those that
are different or strange. We need to band together as one
large group to form an election powerhouse constituency
that can't hope to be overthrown.
I say more Jeff Foxworthy concerts, a higher athletic fee
reassure you that if elected, it will not be politics as usual.'
I will strive,to cut spending on public programs such as and more perks for Greek organizations! We can't let these
financial aid, the student health center and, most of all, th~t bleeding-heart liberals give away all of our money to those
who claim to need it to pay for their college education. Who
huge behemoth of college spending, the dormitories.
do
they think they're fooling?
We will no longer provide for those who c_h oose not to
I appreciate your time and support in this endeavor. Once
pay for their own living. If they can't afford staying at
Mission Bay or paying fraternity and sorority dues, then . again, my name is (Your name) and please remember me
they shouldn't get help from us. Let them get the money when you go to pl~ce your ballot on the way to the tanning
from their parents like all honest, forthright American bed."

Chad Brunner
EXCUSE JV/E?
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Got somet g to say?
We'vegotonenewcolu · t, but we could one more. If you can express
your opinion well with the written word, call Chad at 823-8054, or fax a sample
l mn
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Classified
Hairstylist, Part-time, Flexible
Hours. Call for Interview 3802621 ask for Michele

CLUB INFO
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Student
Union meets Tues. 9 PM, PH 218
First meeting Jan. 10, 1995
All Welcome!

Now Hiring: Servers, host &
hostesses, bartenders for full
and part-time positions. Steak
& Ale, 5855 American Way (off
of 1-4 Dr.). Apply i~ person
between 2 & 4 PM. EOE

Appt. Setters - Pfr Evenings,
Winter Springs Office - Hourly
Wage plus Bonus 699-9152

EARN $500 or more weekly stuffUCF MOO DUK T AE KWON
ing envelopes at home. Send long
DO CLUB
SASE to: Country Living ShopCo-ed beginners class now formMARKETING ASST. Part-time,
pers, Dept. S37, P.O. Box 1779,
ing. (No exp. necessary) Mon. &
ftexible hours. Excel. phone
Denham Springs, LA 70727
Wed., 8-10 PM, in Ed Bldgs Multi
skills and knowledge of
Purpose Rm (at end of hall, left of
computer terms req. Call
main gym) Call 282-5578 or 380Janeen 831-3448
0227, Lv. Msg. ART, SPORT, 1--T-h_e_K_e_y_W_e_s_t_R_u_m_C-o.--SELF-DEFENSE
PAGER - Beeps, vibrates, light,
Restaurant is taking applicatime, alarm clock. Only $10. 407tions for all positions. Across
WESLEY FOUNDATION
834-5400
from the Bubble Room,
United Methodist Campus
Maitland. Apply in person
XT Computer w/24 pin printer.
Ministry
$100 OBO, Cpt. King w/bed,
Babysitter needed: Twin
Student Center Room 206,
HB, 2 n/stands $100 OBO,
Rivers area. Ref. req., PIT 869Wednesday Fellowship 6:00 PM,
281-5608 (w) 359-0969 (h)
0621 ext. 111
SC211, Sunday Dinner Group,
Get Ready For Spring
5:00 PM . Weekly Bible Study
5 Month unlimjted tanning, $35/
HOUSE: Titusville, 7530
opportunities and much more.
mo. at Sun Tan Center (Aloma
Windover Way, 1824 s.f., split
Steve Binkley, Director
Rd). Call Maryann 359-8375
plan, 3/2, 2 car with 6-car
Call 823-5335 for information.
detached garage/workshop,
All Welcome!
Bedroom set, queen size bed,
one acre wooded lot, '89, mint,
dresser w/mirror, nightstand.
118K firm 678-0858
Good cond. $150. Paul 3803706
Earn cash stuffing envelopes.
Send SASE to P.O. Box 10075
N/S, N/O Male Roommate
Olathe, KS 66051
wanted to share house. ExcelTwin Size Waterbed - 6 drawer
lent §..tudy enviroment, 4 miles
pedestal) bookcase headboard,
STUDENTS
from UCF $300 plus 1/2 util. Bob
heater, matress cover, $75
Over 120 American manufacturat 282-6629
282-8291 evenings.
ers need you to assemble products at home. Circuit boards, jewF/M wanted to share 4/3 home
elry, holiday decorations, etc.
with career mother of 1 son, 11
Earn $280 to $652 weekly. Partyrs. Conway area, approx. 8
time and full- time. Experience
miles from UCF. Pool, tennis,
unnecessary/will train. You're
1
87 VW Cabriolet Convertible,
laundry & util. included.
paid weekly. Call 1-602-680-7444
5sp,
A/C, PS, PB, FM Cass.
Refrences req. $350/mo. & dep.
Ext. 1001C
Kandy 275-3593
Great Cond. $4300/0BO 8966463
COUNSELORS, ACTIVITY
SPECIALISTS
/M N/S Mstr Bdrm, own bath,
CAMP STARLIGHT
asher/dryer incl., pool, jacuzzi,
83 Volvo - 240DL, 4 Dr,
has good positions for outgoing,
xtra room for storage, nice
·automatic, power steering/
enthusiastic SOPHS, JRS,
rea.avail. March 1. Must be
brakes, A/C, radio, good cond. _
. SRS, GRADS as cabin leaders
onest. $315/mo. 1/2 util. Brad
$2900, 869-6412 Iv. msg.
& instructors in Baseball,
96-0664
Basketball, Roller Hockey,
Lacrosse, Swimming, Water
'86 Chrysler Lebaron
Skiing, Sailing, Canoeing,
Hatchbk, AM/FM Stereo, PS,
Tennis, Dance, RadioNideo,
. PB, runs great. $1500 OBO.
Nature. Leading coed camp in
·call 823-1284
Mts. of PA. Warm, friendly
atmosphere; extensive facilities.
2bc:f/2ba Apt. great location, walk
87 Honda Accord DX, 4Dr,
6122 - 8/20. For application & on
to school, washer/dryer, ceiling
automatic, power steering/
campus interview, call (516)
fans, $475 mo. Call 654-1858,
brakes, A/C, AM/FM cassette,
599-5239 or write: 18 Clinton
leave message
$4500, 869-6412 Iv. msg.
St. Malverne, NY 11565

AUT06

WANTED: Used Gold, will pay
cash! INSTANT REPLAY
JEWERLY & PAWN 282-4263
Partying Becoming a Problem? There is a solution. The
Breaking The Chain Group of
Alcoholics Anonymous meets
every Wednesday at noon,
UCF Student Center, Rm 211
BEST LIVE PSYCHIC!
Curious about Love? The
Future? Call 1-900-476-9700
Ext. 491 IT'S FUN & IT'S
REAL $2.99/min. Must be 18+

ACCOUNTING TUTOR
CPA/Former College Instr. Call
Loretta at 256-1140

TYPl6T6
PURRFECT WORDS
Quality typing and
wordprocessing at reasonable
prices. Located less than a
mile from campus. Pick up and
delivery. Term papers, resumes, reports, etc. Next day
service available. Call Jeanine
for all your typipg needs.
365-4218

January 24. 1995
Desktop Publishing by Claire
Very professional, very quick,
very reasonable. 14 yrs. Exp.
Mcintosh & Laser Printer
380-2162

WORD PROCESSING. FAST
679-4836
WORDMASTERS
Typing and Resume Service since
1986 for all your student needs.
IBM and laser equip. Sameday
service avail. Call 277-9600
K.C.O. Inc. Typing $1.50
678-6735
DATA PROCESSING SERVICE
Typing
Term Papers-ResumesManuscripts
Desktop Publishing
Spreadsheets
Charts-Data Organization
Laser print. IBM/Apple equip.
Competitive rates. SW Orange
City.
Contact EMSl-DP Services
876-0080
A +Typing & Word Processing
Laser print. Professional results!
Same day turn-around available!
Close to UCF! Call 366-7123

'

WORD PROCESSING
by l.R. Broudy & Associates
reasonable rates, quick
turnaround
TEL 407-382-8704 FAX 3823674

,,

•,

282-0505
Need extra income?

The Central R-Olida Future is

, Accident Victims
• Patients in shock
• Pmvide intravenous fluids • Provide clotting factors
for bums, surgery, or
for hemophiliacs
• New Reasearch on life
treatments of illness
threatening diseases
You can earn over $100 per month.
"We would like to compensate you for your
time when giving the gift of life"

'.8R°iNG l'uis An A.No Rit-C:£ivE $2o uroN;--. ---~
COMPLEA TION OF YOUR FIRST DONATION:
-- . - -- ._..:._ ·- ~-·-· -~---~·
Call for information and/or appointment

--

-

1122 W. Church St. Orlando, FL 32805
(407) 841-2151

looking to hire an advertising
sales representative. Sales
exp. or advertising sales exp.
a real plus, but not required.
The Future offers flexible
hours, great resume-building
experience, and good pay.
$300-400 a week, working
20""30 hous is possibe-we've had reps make as
much as $1000 in a week.
ff you have a strong sales
ability and want to build your
resume, call Jason Meder at
823-8054 for an interview.

Located across from U.C.F., in
the UC6 Shopping Center

We Deliver!
$5 Large Cheese
Take Out or Dine In Only
Must Have Valid
Student I.D.
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AND NOW A FJEW
MORlEWORDS
ABOUT OJ~
THJE MJEDIA BlITZ CONTINUESw
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ACROSS
1 Brink

•

5 Kind of
committee
10 Bedouin
14 Open space
15 Swimming
stroke
16 Timber wolf
17 Break
18 Kind of lily
19 Name
20 Reprimands
22 Anchored
24 Force out
25 Sad news
item
26 Up to now
28 Punish
32 Released
33 Fountain item
34 Morning
moisture
35 Fish-eating
eagle
36 Portion
37 Rescue
38-Alamos
39 Seedlike body
40 Different
41 Certain bills
43 A utensil
44 Feedbag filler
45 Kind of delivery:
abbr.
46 Safe

49 Crimes at
gunpoint
53 Rugged cliff
54 Lawbreaker
56 Remove
wrinkles
57 - mater
58 Serviceable, old
style
59 Title
60 Borscht
vegetable
61 Puts cargo
aboard
62 Merriment
DOWN

1 Formerty, once
2 Finished
3 Ambition
4 Hired hand
5 Approach and
speak to
6 Air current
7 Football period
8 Bird of
prey
9 Cookout's
cousin
10 "Little Women"
author
11 Bellow
12 Competent
13 Fearless
21 Took legal
action

LOS ANGELES (Reuters)- Seven months after leading police on
a bizarre, slow-motion chase, OJ. Simpson headed for trial yesterday as one
ofthe most famous murder defendants of all time, his case nothing less than
a national obsession.
Prosecutors and defense attorneys, who have battled it out for
months in the court ofpublic opinion, faced off in a crowded courtroom for
opening statements before a jury that will decide the fate of the former
football great
While few major surprises are expected when prosecuto~ get the
first crack at presenting their evidence, Simpson's legal "dream team" may
have a bombshell or two still to drop in what has been widely billed as the
"-trial of the century."
The defense Sunday was preparing to offer alternative theories to
explain themurdersofSimpson' s beautiful ex-wife,NicoleBrown Simpson,
and her friend, Ron Goldman, and reportedly may even suggest that drugs
or money - not jealous rage - was behind the killings.
As both sides plotted final strategy, outside in the courthouse
·parking lot, the makeshift media village dubbed "Camp OJ." was teeming
with activity. Technicians swarmed over the encampment, clambering atop
towering broadcast platforms and unfurling miles of cable.
In an unprecedented media blitz, the entire six-month trial will be
beamed live into America's living rooms, where millions who have
followed every twist and tum like loyal soap-opera fans are expected to tune
in for their daily fix.
But even before the first witness took the stand, polls showed that
an overwhelming majority of Americans believe Simpson is guilty as
~--.,_--...__-+----tll charged.
Seemingly suicidal at the time of his dramatic June 17 arrest,
Simpson is now in high spirits and ''ready to go" for the proceedings,
according to Johnnie Cochran, his lead trial attorney.
Simpson's girlfriend, super-model Paula Barbieri, and members
of his defense team visited him over the weekend at the Men's Central Jail.
When the curtain rises on the sensational trial, the prosecution will
have the first chance at center stage.
50 51
52
Simpson- who glided from football stardom into a second career
as a sportscaster, advertising pitchman and actor- is accused of savagely
stabbing his victims to death last June 12 outside his ex-wife's luxury
Brentwood townhouse.
He has pleaded "absolutely, 100 percent not guilty" to the charges,
which carry a maximum sentence of life in prison.
Prosecutors will now try to wipe away the image of the allAmerican nice guy who worked his way up from a San Francisco ghetto to
the dream worlds of pro sports and Hollywood.
In its place, they will paint the picture of a raging tyrant who beat,
4 7 First name in
23 Fr. river
stalked
and
threatened Nicole Brown Simpson over the course of their 17mysteries
25 Busy airport
year
relationship,
finally killing her in a possessive rage.
48 Arrived
26 Item in a
Without
an eyewitness or a murder weapon, prosecutors are
49 Gl.ided
quiver .
relying
on
blood
stains
and hair strands that have undergone DNA testing
50 Russ. river
27 Meaning
51 Apple or pear in an effort to link Sirilpson to the murder scene.
28 Burns
For its part, the defense is expected to mount a last-minute bid to
52 Snick and 29 Potato state
55 Timetable abbr introduce allegations that adetective who found a bloody glove at Simpson's
30 Playing card
estate is a racist who may have framed the black celebrity.
31 Pitcher
Judge Lance Ito Friday rejected a defense request to tell the jury
32 Sensed
about racist remarks that Detective Mark Fuhrman allegedly made in two
33 Loafers and
incidents but said that if they come up with proof he may allow them to
wing tips
present other claims.
36 Malicious
Prosecutors had argued that the slightest mention that Fuhr nan
37 Sock
had uttered racial slurs would destroy any chance of winning a conviction
39 Pentacle
from the most! y black jury hearing the case. Both of Simpson's alleged
4Q Oil acronym
victims were white.
42 A candy
In their opening presentation, the defense team will subgest
43 Backbones
that
police
botched the investigation_by failing to consider other
45 Pilfered
suspects.
46 Strikebreaker
Among the possible theories, according to defense sou ·ces
cited by the Los Ang(![es Times: the victims might have been killed in
ANSWERS
a dispute over drugs; the deaths may be tied to the unsolved 993
s ~ a w1
stabbing death of a Hollywood music promoter; the intended t uget
3 1 I 1 n
could have been Goldman.
Not since legendary comedian Roscoe "Fatty" Arbuckle was
accused of raping and killing starlet Virginia Rappe in 1921 h~') o
0
famous an American been charged with murder. Arbuckle was ac Uit.5
ted but thereafter was banished from Hollywood.
Last June 17, an audience of 95 million sat glued to thc.1 TV
sets as Simpson led police down the freeway on a nationally tele Pd
chase that ended with his surrender. Ever since, America ha
n
captivated by every tawdry detail.
Even overseas-where the first reaction was '·O.J. wh
people are increasingly intrigued with how the world's last super
has become consumed by its latest celebrity scandal.
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NBA HOOPS·Ieads the charge
#'...-.-of the new king of cards
by SEAN PERRY
Features editor

Student Bargains
Save more. It's been rented before.
Sleeper & Chair Sets ......... from
5-Pc. Dinette Sets .............. from
3-Pc. Occational Tables ..... from
Full Bed Sets ......... :............ from

$199.99
$99.99
$59.99
$59.99

Hurry in to Cort and save 30-70% on pre-leased, brand name
furniture. We sell for less, so you can't afford to miss these savings.

·f"'ORT·

. ~ITURE RENTAL
. CLEARANCE CENTER

1920.Semoran Boulevard
Store Hours: Mon-Fri 9am-6pm
Sat. 10am-5pm
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Now Featuring our new full lines of
I
I Eagle ·cybex, Trac km aster Treadmills,
I.
Stairmaster's PT 4000, 1/2 court
I
I basketball, aerobics, sauna, and more. ·
I
Student & Faculty n.ow zero down,
I
$19.95 p~r month.
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East Coloni:d Dr./Statc Rd. 50
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66 l 5 E. Coloni~11 Dr. Orlando, FL 32807
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658-8000
Hours

! Mon.-Thurs. 6•·llpm
I Saturday 9am-8pm
I
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the Newly Remodeled ...
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111ii1,dri fl
949 Crowsnest Circle • Orlando, Florida 32825 • (407) 658-0973

Close enough to UCF to be convenient.
Yet far enough away to get away from it all.

Washer/Dryer included in every apartment
Screened patios
Fitness Center
Jacuzzi/Pool
Dishwasher
Racquetball courtsffennis courts
Frost-free Refrigerator
Garbage Disposal
Self-Cleaning Oven
Spacious Walk-In Closets .
We Love and Welcome Pets (soine restrictions)

Move-In Special!.
No App. fee for UCF students
Move in by February 28, 1995
Ask about our "Friendly Lease"

Friday 6•·10pm
Don't Delay, Call Today!
658-0973
Sunday 12pm·Spm·~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -...
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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MEDICAL CAREFRS CAN MOVE
FASTFR IN 1HE AIR FORCE.
Join the Air Force and see how fast your medical
career c.an move, whether you're a physician or psychologist... dentist or physical therapist
In each area of expertise, you'll find a professional
medical environment where the needs of the patientnot cost of treahnent-come first. You'll be eligible to
apply for educational assistance to advance your
career. And enjoy an excellent compensation/benefits
package, including~ days vacation with pay each
ye.ar.
Plus, you'll take every step of your career as a commissioned officer-standing proud, confident and
assured that the best career step was the first one:
joining the Air Force.
Discover the rewards yourseH. Call
USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
TOLL FREE
1-800-423-USAF
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Skybox has landed another
winner with their special edition
NBA HOOPS set. When the premium sets seem to get more
graphic and visually pleasing, the
standards pop up with more subsets.
SHbsets exist as the special
cards that are inserted in the regula~ packs. Most of the sets are
hard to get as the NBA HOOPS
anywhere from one card per pack
·
to one card per 36 packs.
The mack-daddy cards like
"Magic Johnson's all-rookie set"
will hit the listings at no less than
$10 for the superstars like Grant
Hill and Jason Kidd. These subsets allow the standards to increase in value along with the
premiums.
The entire industry has
taken on a complex look, but the
ayen1ge collector can differentiate with just a glance. The standards are usually just regular cardboard with normal pictures, similar to what has been produced for
many decades. The premiums are
stronger, cleaner cardboard with
extra glossy photos, usually on
both sides of the card.
Although the premiums
have set the men apart from the
boys as far as collectors go, the
standards are still reasonably
cheap. The only problem with the
premo's is that they are usually
locked up or behind the counter,
which makes them hard to steal.
Just joking. The prices are ludicrou.s and far beyond the average
collector's budget.
Hopefully, with subsets like
the ones pictured for the NBA
HOOPS issue, the kids will still
have a chance to get a quality card
at a low price.
One of the best parts of tbe

newNBAcardsisthatthecharac· ters in the league have develop~d
more eccentric roles. A shot of a
power forward no longer is just a
I big guy with an afro standing in
I his practice uniform twirling a
I ball on his finger. Now we have
I the tinted hair of Dennis Rodman
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?rth~ monshtrohus Karl'Mhalonehta~mg 1t to t e o e wit aest et1cally pleasing graphics in the
backdrop.
With baseball striking and
the arrival of new superstars like
Shaquille O'Neal and Anfernee
Hardaway, the sport has taken over
as. the big money-maker and national pastime.
The card industry has followed suit and has given theNBA
sets overtime as far as dramatizing the players. The statistics are
not as vital on basketball cards, so
more time is spent working on the
visuals. The only thing that may
have saved the baseball sets is the
fact that the stats were so outrageous in the shortened season that
they almost appear to be normal.
Basketball may still be the
way to go for the next few seasons, and NBA HOOPS may be
the set.
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UCF drops fourth overtime decision Gylanda Henderson named TAAC Player of the Week
LOSE, from page 12

I

•

•

bothered by the e1bow injury he
suffered in the Joss to Mercer.
"I think mentally it bothered him a 1ittle bit," Speraw said
of the injury.
With their main low post
threat taken out of the equation,
the Golden Knights' offense fa1tered.
After a missed shot, Stetson
wou1d push the balJ up the court
beating the UCF defense for layins and dunks. Besides the offensive problems, the Golden Knights
had problems cleaning off the defensive glass. Ryan Marifke, a
reserve guard for Stetson, snatched
up eight rebounds, including four
on the offensive end.
One bright spot for the

LADIES, from page 12
Golden Knights was Ted Portee.
He provided a bit of a spark off the
bench but not enough to make a
real difference.
"The team camaraderie is
not there," Butts said. "Right now
we' re not together.We need some
wins to get our confidence back."
The loss leaves the Golden
Knights at 2-4 in the TAAC. Next
up is Georgia State, the team UCF
beat in Atlanta just over a week
ago. After two home losses, including an overtime loss to Mercer, the Golden Knights need to
win the last game of the home
stand .
"Each game is important,"
Swaby said. "We really need to
start winning."

Knights, while guard Stephanie
Finley was three of five from the
floor and one of two from beyond
the arc for a total of 14 points.
"We came out with intensity; we s~arted good and held
onto our four-point halftime lead,"

Smith said.
The Golden Knights are now
8-7 overall and 5-2 in the TAAC.
They play another TAAC rival,
Southeastern Louisiana, at the
UCF Arena Thursday at 5: 15 p.m.

points for UCF in the losing cause.
Gy land a Henderson, T AAC
player of the week for the week of
Jan. 17, added 13 points to the
offensive effort , and Perla
Campbell scored on four of her r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - six attempts from the floor, finishing the game with 11 points.
Coley also puJled down 12 rebounds for the Golden Knights.
.
Wrecked/Junk
"We closed the margin to
five points in the second half, but
it was too late," said forward
(Free Towing is available)
Priscilla Smith. "We had already
Out of State Titles Welcome!
dug ourselves a hole."
On Jan. 21, UCF defeated
Mercer, 71-60, behindthe20-point
(Sa.m. - Sp.m.)
scoring effort of forward Wynetta
..
_..
Ollie'. Coley added 16 points and .,,.,.. ,..
11 rebounds for the Golden

Wanted!

Cars, Trucks, Jeeps, Vans
Call: 658-7999
·--·-·- _,

____

__

•
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·1 mile west of.UCF on
the co:ner ~f Dean Rd.
L, __ umvers1ty Oaks

I

take

·

Drive-Thru Service

579·.;..2448

Kaplananaget

a higher score ...
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photos/SOLARES

The UCF Rugby team passed the first test of the 1995 season with flying colors, black and
blue. They defeated the Argentinian all-star team last Thursday, 10-5. Their next home
game is against Lynn University on Jan. 28, at 2 p.m.
J
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More students take Kaplah's courses every
year than any other test prep .company's.
Call us today to find out why.

•

1-800-KAP-TEST

•

KAPLAN
The answer to the test question.

CAREER FAIR
January 31, 1995

•
•

As the #1 supplier of customized business forms and labels, Wallace Computer Services, Inc.
is eager to attract graduates interested in a career with a short learning curve and a high
earning curve.
I

•
•

•
•
•
•

As a Wallace Sales Rep, we11 prepare you for success with a comprehensive sales training
program that will allow you to develop your own leads, service major accounts, and design
forms to solve customers' problems and increase their productivity.
If you have excellent business and interpersonal strengths, plus a college degree, preferably
in Business, success may be waiting for you. We offer a guaranteed salary, unlimited
commission potential, and the opportunity to move ahead into management or marketing.

'{o learn more about scheduling an interview on
February 8th, stop by our booth at the January
31st Career Expo and talk to our Recruiter. If
unable to stop by, send your resume to: Scott Bowen,
Wallace Computer Services, Inc., 2500 Maitland
Center Pkwy., Suite 205, Maitland, FL 32751-4111.

FAX: (407) 660-8927. EOE.

Where successful careers take form.

OLDE, America's Full Service Discount Broker5M is
looking for motivated people to establish a career
in the brokerage business.
OLDE offers:
12-18 month paid training program
Potential six-figure income
Excellent ~enefits

If you possess excellent communication skills,
general market knowledge and the desire to excel,
see us at the Career Fair on January 31, 1995.
If you are unable to attend the Career Fair call:

Stop by our
booth at the
Career Expo on
January 31st.

1 800 937-0606
or send resume to:
OLDE Discount Stockbrokers
National Recruiting
751 Griswold Street
Detroit, MI 48226

- ~OLDE
DISCOUNT STOCKBROKERS
Member NYSE and SIPC

An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Men lose to Stetson and Mercer in the Arena
It was billed as the biggest
game of the year: the regular season
championship. The Orlando Magic
tooktheirleagueleading32-7record
into America Westto battle the.Phoenix Suns and their second best NBA
record of 29-8. The game had all of
theexcitementanddrarnaof a Spike
Lee flick. The Magic came back
from a 14-point deficit with their
million dollar boys, Shag andPenny,
riding the pine.
Despite some less-than-stellar play by the Magic, the team did
its best to win, but was denied by the
lowest paid, least known people on
the court - the officials. The most
ridiculous officiating to ever end a
game cost the Magic a chance at a
win they so deserved on Phoenix's
home court. A mystery foul call on
Anfernee Hardaway with 0.4 seconds sent Elliot Perry to the line,
bailing the Suns out of loss on their
own court to the best team in the
NBA.
The Magic will be represented
by Shaquille O'Neal and Anfernee
Hardaway in this year's All-Star
game. Magic coach Br~ Hill will
be the coach of the East squad, so
there is the possibility that he could
select Nick Anderson and Horace
GrantasreservesfortheEastsquad,
giving the Magic four representatives.
After the 103 day lockout, the
NHL players got back on the ice for
alitUerusty and less than spectacular
play. Unfortunately for Florida
hockey fans, the start of the season
was disappointing as the Tampa
Bay Lightning and the Florida Panthers both picked up opening losses
over the weekend.
In college football, the search
continue~for areplacementcoach at
the University of Miami after Dennis Erikson was announced the new
head coach of Seattle. There has
been a revolving musical chair-like
circus as of late concerning coaching positions. There is a handful of
coaches being courted by several
teams. UM is interviewing coaches
that are being interviewed by NFL
teams and vice-versa.
UCF landed some big-time
recruits.AlthoughNationalSigning
Day is not until Feb. 1and nothing is
official until then, DaunteCulpepper
out of Vanguard has verbally committed to UCF. Culpepper is 64and
225poundsandwashigh1yrecruited
by several big schools. Also joining
Culpepper in verbally committing
to UCF was . Johnie Presley,
Culpepper' s high school teammate.
Presley is a is a 5-7 180-pound running back.
In UCF sports, the UCF
Golden Knights' men's basketball
team has completely fallen off since
last season, losing its third straight
TAAC game to the Stetson Hatters
1
1
over the weekend. UCF is now 5-10
overall and 2-4 in TAAC play.
1
The Golden Knights'
women's team picked up a win over
Merceroverthe weekend to improve
to 8-7 overall and 5-2 in the TAAC.
1

O Stetson pulls away
in the second half as
standouts Butts and
Swaby have poor
gam~s.

byMIKEWIDTE
Staff writer

The last time UCF played
Stetson at the UCF Arena, the
Golden Knights celebrated a tournament berth and the Hatters
mourned what could have been. Saturday night's contest was quite a
different story. Stetson whipped the
Golden Knights 78-65 in front of
2,459 fans at the Arena.
After allowing UCFto keep it
close in the first half, the Hatters
took control in the second, dominating the boards and breaking the
Golden Knights' defense. The
Golden Knights put together a
couple of mini-runs but could not
keep themselves in the game."They kicked us," forward
Ochiel Swaby said after the game.
"I have no excuses. They outplayed
us."
Neither team played well in
the first half. The Golden Knights
shot only 25 percent, and the Hatters
shot 33 percent. Each team had several costly turnovers. UCF helped
its cause by out-rebounding Stetson,
28-19.
The second half belonged to

the Hatters. They beat the Golden
Knights down the court for transition buckets. They also grabbed 20
offensive rebounds, and they kept
the Golden Knights' transition game
sealed shut.
Coach Kirk Speraw, like
Swaby, offered no excuses for the
loss.
"I think you've got to give
credit to Stetson," Speraw said.
''They'rewellcoached. They played
good defense."
After losing to UCF in the
TAAC finals last year, Stetson found
this victory especially sweet.
''We left herewith tears in our
eyes last year," Stetson point guard
Jason Ale~ander (14 points, 7 assists) said after the game.
Stetson c·oach Dan Hipsher
had a simple explanation for the
Hatters' second half turnaround.
"We didn't throw the ball
away'," Hipsher said, adding that his
team executed well, and the Golden
Knights shot the ball poorly.
What really hurt the Golden
Knights was that their big guns,
Butts and Swaby (23 points, 40 percent shooting) had poor games from
the field, and no one ~lse picked up
the slack.
GuardDarrylDavis was three
for eight, and forward Howard Porter was one for four. Chuck Roberts
had a team high 11 rebounds, but
scored only three points.
Roberts might have ·been
see LOSE, page 11

.
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Chuck Roberts (30) and Reid Ketteler (32) battle each other
for rebound in Saturday night's 78-65 loss to Stetson.

a

UCF downs Mercer, stands 5-2 in the TAAC
. by DANIELLE FE:{{NEZ
Staff writer

The UCF women's basketba11 team went to Georgia this
past week to take on two TransAmerica Athletic Conference rivals, Georgia State and Mercer
University. They ended up leav-

ing Georgia with a split, losing to
Georgia State and defeating MerJ
cer.
On Jan. 19, the Golden
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The UCF women's basketball team has been driving by
T AAC opponents this season. They were 1-1 at home
against TAAC foes last week, defeating Mercer 71-60.

